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Abstract Observed tidal geomagnetic field variations are due to a combination of electric currents
in the ionosphere, ocean, and their induced counterparts. Using these variations to constrain subsurface
electrical conductivity in oceanic regions is a promising frontier; however, properly separating the
ionospheric and oceanic tidal contributions of the magnetic field is critical for this. We compare semidiurnal
lunar tidal magnetic signals (i.e., the signals due to the M2 tidal mode) estimated from 64 global
observatories to physics-based forward models of the ionospheric M2 magnetic field and the oceanic
M2 magnetic field. At ground level, predicted ionospheric M2 amplitudes are strongest in the horizontal
components, whereas the predicted oceanic amplitudes are strongest in the vertical direction. There is
good agreement between the predicted and estimated M2 phases for the Y component; however, the F
and X components experience deviations that may be indicative of unmodeled ionospheric processes or
unmodeled coastal effects. Overall, we find that the agreement between the physics-based model
predictions and the observations is very encouraging for electromagnetic sensing applications, especially
since the predicted ionospheric vertical component is very weak.

Plain Language Summary Both Earth’s oceans and upper atmosphere produce electric current
and electromagnetic (EM) fields. Tides caused by the gravitational interaction between Earth, the Sun, and
Moon create reliable, easily constrained EM signals in both the ocean and upper atmosphere. Geophysicists
are interested in using these ocean tidal EM signals to study the electrical conductivity of Earth’s interior;
however, this requires a solid understanding of the upper atmosphere’s contribution to the EM signal. This
study uses a physics-based model to estimate the relative EM tidal signals of the ocean versus the upper
atmosphere to immediately address this concern. We also compare the model predictions with the EM
tidal signals constrained from 64 global observatories. Considering the level of complexity of the upper
atmosphere’s EM tidal signals, we find remarkable agreement between the observed and modeled EM tidal
signals. Some of the discrepancies may be of interest to those in upper atmospheric/space physics because
they may be due to unmodeled physical processes. Our results are also very encouraging for geophysicists
aiming to use EM tidal signals to study Earth’s interior since they suggest a small upper atmosphere
contribution to the EM tidal signal generally used.

1. Introduction

Gravitational forces from the Sun and the Moon, along with periodic solar heating of the atmosphere, cause
periodic motions of the ocean and atmosphere that generate electric currents. Thus, observed tidal geomag-
netic variations are due to a combination of tidal electric currents in the ionosphere, ocean, and their induced
counterparts. Of the various tides, the semidiurnal lunar (M2) tidal mode (period of 12.4206 hr) is the largest
lunar tide.

Electric currents within the ionosphere are produced by the ionospheric wind dynamo (Kelley, 1989;
Richmond, 1995). Within the ionosphere’s 100- to 120-km altitude region, where daytime Pedersen and
Hall conductivities are largest, upwardly propagating atmospheric tides and waves dominate the creation
of electric currents. Above this altitude, variations in solar heating drive winds and currents dominated
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by periodicities of 24 hr and its harmonics. These ionospheric currents cause the well-known daily variations
in the geomagnetic field.

The ionospheric M2 magnetic signal peaks during the Northern Hemisphere’s winter months (Pedatella, 2014;
Stening, 2011). However, it remains unclear how much of that peak is due to seasonal atmospheric varia-
tions or to sudden stratospheric warming (SSW) events. These SSW events are due to troposphere dynamics,
so their occurrence is largely random; however, they occur in the northern winter and it is established that
they can increase the ionospheric M2 electric current and thus the corresponding magnetic signal. In gen-
eral, ionospheric M2 tides are not nearly so tightly coupled to the lunar gravitational forcing as are oceanic M2

tides. Ionospheric tides depend on atmospheric propagation conditions, including not only winter SSWs but
also other atmospheric and ionospheric variations (Chau et al., 2015; Pedatella et al., 2012; Zhang & Forbes,
2013). Additionally, ionospheric magnetic signals depend on magnetospheric conditions, which affect the
currents at all latitudes (Kelley, 1989). Lastly, as demonstrated by Yamazaki and Kosch (2014), ionospheric lunar
tidal currents are sensitive to the solar ionizing radiation, so during a solar minimum these tidal currents are
expected to have a diminished signal compared to solar maximum.

Unlike the ionospheric tidal magnetic signals, oceanic tidal magnetic signals vary insignificantly with the
season or climate. Oceanic magnetic signals are generated through motional induction: As electrically con-
ducting salt water moves through Earth’s ambient magnetic field, a secondary electromagnetic (EM) field is
produced. While seawater’s electrical conductivity depends on salinity and temperature, seasonal changes
in those parameters are minute when compared to the largely unchanged tidal transport and Earth’s back-
ground magnetic field (Grayver et al., 2016; Tyler et al., 2017). Oceanic tidal magnetic signals have been
detected by satellites (Sabaka et al., 2015, 2016; Tyler et al., 2003), coastal observatories (Bindoff et al., 1988;
Cueto et al., 2003; Hewson-Browne, 1973; Love & Rigler, 2014; Malin, 1970; Maus & Kuvshinov, 2004; McKnight,
1995; Winch, 1970), and seafloor data (Kuvshinov et al., 2006; Schnepf et al., 2014).

Oceanic tidal magnetic signals are of special interest because they are galvanically coupled with Earth’s sub-
surface, making them ideal for probing shallow, resistive regions of the lithosphere and mantle—regions of
great geodynamic interest because of their partial melts and volatiles, and role in plate tectonics. With the
recent increase in high-quality magnetic data from satellite missions (Øersted, CHAMP, SAC-C and Swarm),
there has been rising interest in probing Earth from space using signals of magnetospheric origin (Civet &
Tarits, 2013; Civet et al., 2015; Kuvshinov et al., 2006; Püthe & Kuvshinov, 2013, 2014; Püthe et al., 2015;
Velímský, 2010, 2013), as well as signals of tidal origin for these purposes (Schnepf et al., 2015). In fact, mapping
the electrical conductivity of Earth’s mantle is one of the primary scientific objectives of the Swarm mission
(Olsen et al., 2013), and recently, there were breakthroughs in using oceanic magnetic tidal signals to probe
the lithosphere and upper mantle (Grayver et al., 2016, 2017). Of note, all of these studies have focused on
constraining 1-D conductivity distributions either globally or regionally (i.e., beneath oceans)—They do not
delve into detecting lateral variations of conductivity.

To utilize tidal magnetic signals in EM sensing, it is necessary to be able to independently describe the elec-
tric current source when inverting for the lithospheric and upper mantle electric conductivity by minimizing
the misfits between numerical models and observed data. Fortunately, this is not a problem when using the
magnetic signals of oceanic tides because they have been studied through a variety of physical oceanography
methods, and data-assimilated models (e.g., Egbert & Erofeeva, 2002; Taguchi et al., 2014) provide a reliable
source of the tidal velocities necessary to estimate the oceanic tidal EM signals. However, using oceanic tidal
magnetic signals to detect lateral variations of the conductivity of the lithosphere and upper mantle depends
on improving error constraints for the observed tidal magnetic signals (Sabaka et al., 2015, 2016).

The oceanic tidal magnetic signal is generally extracted by exploiting local nighttime data under the assump-
tion that because the nighttime ionospheric E region conductivity is an order of 2 less than its daytime value,
the ionospheric contribution may be ignored (Malin, 1970). The accuracy of this assumption becomes impor-
tant if tidal EM sensing is to grow from providing radial conductivity profiles to 3-D conductivity distributions.
It also becomes critical to refine the ionosphere and ocean field separation when using data sources that pre-
vent the isolation of local nighttime data. For example, while tidal signals have been determined from seafloor
voltage cables (e.g., Kuvshinov et al., 2006), these cables are thousands of kilometers in length, thus often tra-
verse many local times making it tricky to use local nighttime data. Consequently, the extracted tidal signal
from these cables is a combination of oceanic and ionospheric sources. Note that cables measure electric field
values, and electric fields are beyond the scope of this study.
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In this paper, rather than attempting to separate the ionospheric and oceanic M2 signals from observatory
data (eg., Bindoff et al., 1988; Larsen, 1968; Larsen & Cox, 1966; Winch, 1981), we compare M2 signals esti-
mated from global observatories to physics-based numerical models of the ionospheric M2 magnetic field and
the oceanic M2 magnetic field. In particular, we present the first comparison of the numerical Thermosphere
Ionosphere Mesosphere Electrodynamics General Circulation Model’s (TIME-GCM) predicted M2 ionospheric
magnetic signal with that of observatories. This approach enables a physics-based examination of ionospheric
tidal signals versus oceanic tidal signals, thus providing information about the level of contamination of
oceanic tidal signals by their ionospheric counterpart.

Section 2 discusses the analysis of observatory data, section 3 details the forward model techniques used,
section 4 examines the results of the forward models, and section 5 discusses their similarities and differences
to the observatory data. Finally, section 6 provides a summary and outlook for future work.

2. Analysis of Observatory Signals
2.1. Data
Hourly data from 64 nonpolar (i.e., the colatitude is between 34∘ and 146∘) geomagnetic observatories were
obtained from the British Geological Survey. We used the northward (X), eastward (Y), and downward (Z)
components of the magnetic field, and the total scalar field was determined as F =

√
X2 + Y2 + Z2.

Our study focused on 90 days during the Northern Hemisphere’s summer within the 2009 solar minimum
(30 May 2009 through 27 August 2009). Using this time period, we avoid the ionospheric signal being contam-
inated by winter SSWs and are focusing on the season when the ionospheric M2 strength is weaker (Pedatella,
2014; Stening, 2011). By employing data from the solar minima, we minimize effects from magnetospheric
conditions. In fact, during this time period, geomagnetic activity was very low with the Ap index exceeding
20 (Ap = 24) only on 22 July 2009 (Denig, 2015). Thus, the expected ionospheric signal may serve as the
lower error bound brought in by this signal for EM sensing using the signals due to oceanic tides (Yamazaki &
Kosch, 2014).

2.2. Estimation of Magnetic Tidal Modes
Following Schnepf et al. (2014), we directly fit for the 10 major tidal modes that have a period within 24 hr
(i.e., S1−6, K1−2, M2, N2, all shown in Table S1 in the supporting information; M2’s period is 12.421 hr) using the
mathematical model given by

yi =
∑

n

{
A(n)cos[2𝜋𝜈(n)ti] + B(n)sin[2𝜋𝜈(n)ti]

}
+ C, (1)

where yi is a magnetic measurement (i.e., X , Y , Z, or F), i = 1,… ,N is a positive integer corresponding to
each data point, n is a positive integer representing each considered tidal mode, 𝜈(n) is the frequency of the
considered tidal signal (i.e., number of cycles per day), and t is time in days. The coefficients A(n), B(n), and C
are estimated from fitting the above model to the data by using MATLAB’s robust fit function. Along with the
estimated coefficients, this provides the corresponding standard error.

While readers are encouraged to check Schnepf et al. (2014) for details of this method, it should be noted that
our method differs from theirs in two critical ways: (1) we do not fit for tidal modes greater than 24 hr in length
and (2) we do not separate local daytime versus nighttime data—We use all continuous 90 days of data. By
excluding periods greater than 24 hr, we are neglecting any contribution from planetary waves with periods
of approximately 2, 5, 10, and 16 days, which may be present (Forbes, 1996). Additionally, combining daytime
and nighttime data introduces lunisolar frequencies, which consist of sums and differences of solar and lunar
frequencies, owing to the solar modulation of ionospheric conductivities that affect the lunar ionospheric
currents. However, lunisolar periods are not included in our analysis.

At most stations, and for all components, the M2 amplitudes are significantly larger than the estimated stan-
dard errors (Tables S8–S11). However, we should note that the standard error calculated from MATLAB’s robust
fit function likely underestimates the true uncertainty of the amplitudes since variations with planetary wave
and lunisolar periods are not included in the modeled tidal periods. Such components are treated by the
fitting function as though they were random data errors, but in reality these components have temporal
coherence and are not independent from one time to the next, unlike truly random data errors.

In general, the observed M2 amplitudes across the 64 stations range from 0.02 to 3.83 nT. The X component
had the smallest range (0.07 to 1.31 nT), whereas the Z component had the largest range of 0.09 to 3.83 nT.
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Figure 1. The background map illustrates the total scalar M2 magnetic field (a) amplitude and (b) phase predicted from
the sum of the ionosphere and ocean sources. Each colored dot represents the total M2 scalar field amplitude and phase
at a geomagnetic observatory.

The Y component’s range was 0.17 to 2.41 nT, and the scalar anomaly ranged from 0.02 to 3.54 nT. All the
observed M2 amplitudes (i.e.,

√
A2 + B2) are shown tabulated in the supporting information, along with their

standard error.

Figure 1 shows the observed scalar anomaly’s amplitude and phase at the considered stations (the colored
dots), and Figure 2 shows the amplitude and phase of each component estimated at the considered sta-
tions (the colored dots). Phase was determined as tan−1(B∕A). The background in these figures is produced
from the forward models discussed in the following section. It is worth noting that for weak amplitudes, the
corresponding phase is meaningless.

3. Forward Modeling the M2 Magnetic Signal

We simulate the EM signals due to both the M2 oceanic tidal flow and ionospheric tidal flow utilizing the
frequency domain numerical solution described in Kuvshinov (2008). This solution computes the electric (E)
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Figure 2. For the leftmost column, the background map illustrates the (a) X , (e) Y , and (i) Z component magnetic amplitudes predicted from the ionospheric tidal
source. The second column depicts the (b) X , (f ) Y , and (j) Z component magnetic amplitudes predicted from the oceanic tidal source. (c, g, k) The amplitude
and (d, h, l) total predicted phase of the sum of the ionospheric and oceanic components. Each colored dot represents the M2 amplitude or phase
estimated at a geomagnetic observatory for the corresponding component.

and magnetic (B) fields excited by an electric source in a spherical model of Earth that has a three-dimensional
(3-D) distribution of electrical conductivity. Within this numerical solution, Maxwell’s equations in the
frequency domain

1
𝜇0

∇ × B = 𝜎E + jext (2)

and

∇ × E = i𝜔B, (3)

are reduced to an integral equation with a contracting kernel (e.g., Pankratov et al., 1995). Here jext repre-
sents the complex-valued, exciting current (i.e., jext is the electric current induced by the tidal flow from either
the ocean, jext

ocean, or the ionosphere, jext
iono —discussed in the following sections), 𝜎 is the model’s conductiv-

ity distribution in the Earth, 𝜇0 is the magnetic permeability of the free space, and 𝜔 is an angular frequency.
The boundary conditions used for E and B set both signals to 0 at the center of the Earth and at infinity.
After solving the integral equation, the electric and magnetic fields at the observation points are determined
using Green’s function formalism. See Kuvshinov and Olsen (2004) and Kuvshinov (2008) for a more detailed
description of the 3-D EM simulation for motionally induced signals.
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Earth’s 3-D electrical conductivity model was composed of a thin spherical layer of laterally varying con-
ductance at the Earth’s surface with radially symmetric spherical conductivity underneath. The surface
conductance distribution was obtained from Manoj et al. (2006) and incorporates contributions from seawa-
ter and sediments. For the underlying laterally homogeneous spherical conductor, we used the model from
Grayver et al. (2017).

Our simulations were performed at sea level using the RMACC Summit supercomputer (Anderson et al., 2017).
Each simulation produced a grid of predicted magnetic field vector (B) containing the X , Y , and Z components’
real and imaginary parts, so that the amplitude and phase for each component may be determined (phase
was determined using tan−1(ℑP∕ℜP), where P stands for the corresponding component of the predicted
magnetic field and ℜ and ℑ, respectively, denote the real and imaginary parts). To properly compare the
simulated scalar fields with those observed, the predicted magnetic vector B was projected onto the unit
vector Bm

|Bm| in the direction of the main magnetic field, Bm (as determined by the International Geomagnetic
Reference Field), at each grid point:

△ F = B ⋅
Bm

|Bm| . (4)

Figure 1 illustrates the total M2 field predicted from the combined ionospheric and ocean sources.

3.1. Model Prediction of the M2 Oceanic Exciting Current
The ocean-source simulations were done on a 0.25∘ × 0.25∘ grid. The oceanic exciting current, jext

ocean, is
calculated as

jext
ocean = 𝛿(r − a)𝜎w

(
U × Bm

)
, (5)

where 𝛿 is Dirac’s delta function, a is Earth’s mean radius, r is distance from the Earth’s center, 𝜎w is the
depth-averaged seawater conductivity, U is the complex-valued depth integrated velocity due to ocean
tides, and Bm is the (ambient) main magnetic field of internal origin. We determined the depth-averaged
seawater conductivity on a 0.25∘ × 0.25∘ grid by interpolating the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s World Ocean Atlas annual seawater conductivity climatology (Tyler et al., 2017) using
MATLAB’s function interp2. For U, the assimilated, 0.125∘ ×0.125∘ resolution, global tidal model HAMTIDE was
similarly interpolated to the 0.25∘ × 0.25∘ grid and thus utilized (Taguchi et al., 2014). The ambient magnetic
field was derived from the World Magnetic Model (Chulliat et al., 2015).

3.2. Model Prediction of the M2 Ionospheric Exciting Current
The ionosphere-source simulations were done on a 1∘ × 1∘ grid. The ionospheric exciting current, jext

iono, was
calculated using the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model climatological lunar tidal simulation
added to the lower boundary (32-km altitude) of the TIME-GCM (Roble & Ridley, 1994). This enabled the M2

lunar tide to propagate through the atmosphere into the ionosphere and drive the ionospheric dynamo. As
described by Richmond and Maute (2014), a spherical harmonic analysis of the resultant three-dimensional
current is used to compute the ground-level magnetic effect and its associated equivalent current layer at
110 km for use as jext

iono. The thermospheric M2 lunar tide characteristics are influenced, among other things,
by the middle atmosphere mean winds, which are a main factor in determining the propagation conditions
(Forbes et al., 2013). Previous TIME-GCM simulations that included M2 forcing compared favorably with obser-
vational results, indicating that the TIME-GCM mean winds are suitably accurate to correctly propagate the
M2 from the stratosphere to the lower mesosphere (Maute et al., 2016; Pedatella et al., 2014).

The model was run from 30 June to 28 July 2009—a time span that overlaps with the middle of the obser-
vatory time span used. Geomagnetic activity was kept constant at a very low level, as was solar radiation
(F10.7 = 70). Because we used climatological lunar tides, kept geomagnetic activity low, and used constant
solar forcing, these TIME-GCM simulations are not reflective of the true 2009 conditions but instead are for
idealized conditions. Simulations with and without the M2 forcing were run, and the difference of their equiv-
alent current was used to isolate the M2 contribution and nonlinear effects. The equivalent current is given in
the form of a current function as a 1.875∘ × 4.5∘ latitude-longitude grid.

The equivalent current densities were determined from a current function, converted from the time domain
into the frequency domain, and interpolated (using MATLAB’s function interp2) to a 1∘ × 1∘ grid for use in
the EM induction forward modeling. Finally, to estimate the total induced magnetic signal from both the
ionospheric and oceanic sources, the resulting ionospheric induced magnetic signals were interpolated to a
0.25∘ × 0.25∘ grid to be consistent with the ocean EM induction forward modeling.
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Figure 3. The observed and predicted M2 amplitudes are plotted here dependent on their distance from the coast
for (a) the X and (b) Y components (small island stations are given a distance of 0 km). Black circles denote the M2
amplitude estimated from observations, red diamonds represent the predicted ionospheric M2 amplitude, and blue
pluses signify the predicted oceanic M2 amplitude. The residuals between the observed and predicted M2 phases
are plotted in (c) and (d) dependent on their distance from the coast for the X and Y components (small island stations
are given a distance of 0 km). Black circles denote the residual determined from the total phase (i.e., produced from
the complex vector sum of the ionospheric and oceanic components), red diamonds represent the residuals from just
the predicted ionospheric M2 phases, and blue pluses signify using the predicted oceanic M2 phases (which are
meaningless inland).

4. Comparing the Predicted Ionospheric and Oceanic Signals

While the predicted oceanic M2 amplitudes’ maximum values are larger than the predicted ionospheric ampli-
tudes, whether the ionospheric signal or oceanic signal dominates depends on both the location and the
component. This is evident in Figures 2, 3a, 3b, and S2. Figure 2 compares the predicted ionospheric, oceanic,
and combined (i.e., vector sum) M2 signal with that estimated from the 64 observatories for both amplitude
and phase.

Of the predicted ionospheric components, Y (Figure 2e) is the largest and Z (Figure 2i) is the smallest. The
ionospheric signal’s Y component and X component are both larger in the Northern Hemisphere than in
the Southern Hemisphere; however, the X component has larger amplitudes coinciding with the equatorial
electrojet and polar electrojets, whereas Y ’s amplitudes are largest in the midlatitudes (especially over North
America and the North Atlantic). Similar to the X component, the ionospheric signal’s Z component was larger
near the equatorial and polar electrojets.

Figure 1 shows the total amplitude and phase from both the ionospheric and oceanic tidal sources. The
predicted total F amplitude is very similar to that from previous studies on the oceanic M2 magnetic signal
(Grayver et al., 2016; Kuvshinov et al., 2006; Maus & Kuvshinov, 2004; Sabaka et al., 2015, 2016; Schnepf et al.,
2014); however, traces of the equatorial and polar electrojets are present.

The predicted oceanic amplitudes were strongest in the Z component (Figure 2j); nonetheless, all components
had larger values in the North Atlantic, the Gulf of Alaska, the Tasman Sea, and the Indian Ocean, corre-
sponding to local maxima in the main magnetic field. Predicted oceanic signals typically quickly decrease
in amplitude over continents, whereas the strength of the ionospheric signals is more dependent on the
Earth’s main geomagnetic field and the ionospheric conductivity magnitude (which is larger in the summer).

SCHNEPF ET AL. 7263
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This is evident by comparing the columns of Figure 2, as well as evaluating Figures 3a, 3b, and S2. The latter
figures compare the predicted and estimated signal amplitude at each station as a function of the station’s
minimum distance from the coast. The minimum distance to the coast was determined using Dan Chavas’
MATLAB function dist_from_coast (Chavas, 2014); however, the distance to coast was set to 0 for geomagnetic
stations on small islands not considered in MATLAB’s coast toolbox. The largest spread between estimated
and predicted M2 amplitudes occurs either at island stations or at stations within 100 km from the coast. Mov-
ing further inland, the range in amplitudes decreases as the predicted oceanic signal drops to 0. The range in
predicted ionospheric signals is almost constant across oceans and continents, and for stations further inland
it is evident that the predicted ionospheric signals match the estimated amplitudes better than the near-zero
oceanic signals.

The rightmost column of Figure 2 shows the X , Y , and Z phases estimated from observatories (colored
dots) with the background representing the phase determined from using both the ionospheric and oceanic
forward predictions (refer to Figure S4 to see the predicted ionospheric versus oceanic phase for each compo-
nent). The predicted Z component oceanic M2 phase matches those determined in Sabaka et al. (2015), and
as noted in that study, the oceanic phases are effectively meaningless in continental areas where the oceanic
signal goes to 0.

While the oceanic M2 phase for each component, as well as the ionospheric M2 Z component’s phase, is highly
location dependent, the ionospheric horizontal components instead are predominantly longitude depen-
dent. This is likely because the phases were defined with respect to universal time rather than lunar time
(which would instead likely be dominated by latitudinal variations). However, all ionospheric components
predict a phase shift/jump occurring near the magnetic equator. Additionally, because the predicted iono-
spheric Z component’s amplitudes are so weak, both the ionospheric and the total predicted phase for the Z
component may be meaningless in continental areas.

5. Comparing the Predicted and Estimated Ionospheric and Oceanic Signals

For each component, we calculated the root-mean-square error (RMSE) between the predicted and observed
M2 amplitudes. In general, the residuals for each component followed a normal distribution. The global RMSE
for F, X , Y , and Z components are ±0.59, ±0.54, ±0.45, and ±0.59 nT, respectively, showing that the errors
are distributed evenly between the components. However, examining the residuals in regard to the observa-
tory’s minimum distance from the coast (shown in Figure S3) revealed some interesting differences between
the components. The horizontal component residuals were generally spread between−0.5 and 0.5 nT regard-
less of distance from the coast. Meanwhile, the F and Z residuals had a wider range at island and coastal
stations—a range that sharply tapered off moving inland. For noncoastal stations, the RMSE for the F and Z
components, respectively, is ±0.36 and ±0.25 nT, which is significantly smaller than their RMSE for coastal sta-
tions (±0.74 and ±0.78 nT; ±0.62 and ±0.69 nT if the outlying Martin de Vivies, Indian Ocean, observatory is
excluded). The larger residuals in F and Z near the coast may be due to the coast effect’s unexplained influence
on oceanic M2 amplitudes. Additionally, near several coastal areas, the predicted oceanic M2 tidal amplitude
dramatically changes strength over a small region, so this error may decrease using a finer model resolution
for the EM induction solver. However, the oceanic M2 magnetic signal is highly sensitive to the underlying
local lithospheric and upper mantle conductivity (e.g., Schnepf et al., 2014), so model error is undoubtedly
introduced by using a simple 1-D conductivity profile for the lithosphere and upper mantle. Indeed, consider-
ing our use of a relatively high-resolution grid (0.25∘ × 0.25∘), the discrepancy may mostly be driven by using
this simplistic 1-D conductivity model.

For inland stations situated more than 100 km from the coast, the observatories do not sense oceanic M2

magnetic signals; thus, this residual should be revealing the difference between the estimated and pre-
dicted ionospheric signal. This suggests that the error from ionospheric tidal magnetic signals is small for EM
inversions using observed Z components.

As evident in Figure 2, the Y component’s predicted phase best matches the observatory estimated phases.
This may be because it was the component with the strongest predicted ionospheric signals, leading to good
correspondence across both oceanic and continental regions. This is also shown in Figures 3 and S2, which
compare the phase residual versus the observatory’s distance to the coast. These figures show the resid-
uals between the estimated phases and those predicted from the total model, as well as the ocean-only
or ionospheric-only models. For the Z component (Figure S2), a second plot is made to show the residuals
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at coastal stations. Aside from some outlying points, as shown in Figure 3, the Y component has the narrowest
range of phase residuals (the ocean phase residuals are meaningless inland for all components).

The Z component predicted and observed phase seem to match well in coastal areas, with most stations’
values being within ±60∘ to the predicted value (see Figures 2, S2, and S5). The larger phase residuals at
the other coastal stations may also be due to our simplistic 1-D conductivity profile for the lithosphere and
upper mantle.

Looking at Figure 3, the X component’s phase residuals have a band that matches well across coastal/
continental locations. Some of the coastal outliers may be due to unmodeled coastal effects on the predicted
oceanic M2 signal. However, what is curious are the large residuals between the continental observatories’
estimated and predicted phases—for example, all of the European observatories have residuals between
−50 and −100∘. It seems that there may be an unexplained or unmodeled ionospheric process causing
this discrepancy.

The scalar anomaly’s predicted phase and observed phase (shown in Figure 1b) match well for most of the
Northern Hemisphere; yet there are obvious deviations that coincide with observatories that have a small
estimated F amplitude. It is interesting that for the scalar anomaly, the phase in coastal areas matches poorly
compared to the X , Y , and Z components (see Figure S2). For areas such as eastern Asia, which had good
phase agreement for the individual components, the deviations may be due to using 1-D rather than 3-D
conductivity model or some other physical process. Meanwhile, some of the in-land stations in North Africa
and East Asia with large F phase residuals also had large phase residuals for the X component, perhaps also
due to an unexplained or unmodeled ionospheric process.

It is worth noting that the observed ionospheric amplitudes are much stronger than what would be observed
if only local nighttime data were used. Schnepf et al. (2014) compared the daytime and nighttime M2

amplitudes from seafloor magnetometer stations and found that the nighttime estimates were generally
10–30% smaller than the daytime estimates. How well the simulations’s nighttime predictions match the
observatories’ local nighttime ionospheric amplitudes is not shown in this study.

6. Conclusions and Outlook

We compared M2 magnetic signals estimated from global observatories to physics-based numerical models of
the ionospheric M2 magnetic field and the oceanic M2 magnetic field. Specifically, this study used TIME-GCM’s
ionospheric M2 electric current to provide a first comparison of the predicted ionospheric M2 electric current’s
induced magnetic field with M2 amplitudes and phases estimated from observatories across the globe. We
found that the TIME-GCM’s ionospheric M2 electric current generally provided a prediction of the ionospheric
M2 amplitudes that was often within ±0.5 nT of the observatory’s estimate—a remarkable result considering
the complexity of the ionospheric tidal signal. We found good agreement in the phases for the Y component
and discrepancies in the F and X component’s phase, possibly due to unmodeled processes. Meanwhile, the
ionospheric Z component’s phase is effectively meaningless due to the small Z amplitudes. Discrepancies in
amplitudes and phases at coastal regions may be due to the unmodeled coast effect as well as limitations
due to the model’s resolution. However, considering that we used a 0.25∘× 0.25∘ grid for the ocean signal
modeling, it seems most likely that incorporating local changes in lithospheric and upper mantle conduc-
tivity would be most useful for decreasing the residuals between observatory estimates and predictions at
these sites.

By focusing on a time period encompassing the Northern Hemisphere’s summer, we avoided the possibil-
ity of SSWs influencing observed tidal signals. The focus time period was during a solar minimum, thereby
minimizing magnetospheric effects on the ionospheric signal. However, there still are many other relevant fac-
tors in determining the strength of the ionospheric tidal signal, so it is a promising start that a climatological
model fits the data this well. Future investigations may improve the fit between observations and models by
using actual geomagnetic and solar radiation conditions as input for running TIME-GCM or investigating other
variables relevant to the strength of ionospheric tidal currents. Additionally, while this 90-day time period
was ideal for space weather conditions, a longer time series would minimize the error of the estimated
observatory signals.

The smallness of the ionospheric tidal field’s modeled vertical component (Z) is very encouraging for EM
sensing. For studies using satellite data for tidal EM sensing (e.g., Grayver et al., 2016, 2017), only the vertical
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component (Z) is used, and it was assumed that this signal is of pure oceanic origin. This was confirmed by our
modeling, which provided negligible tidal Z signals of ionospheric origin. However, it is worthwhile to note
that studies using seafloor data for EM sensing may also use the horizontal field components for conductivity
inversions, and these components have significant ionospheric signals. Because our study focused on a time
period when the ionospheric signals were weaker, our results effectively provide a lower error bound for EM
sensing that cannot separate out local nighttime data. Additional work may refine this error by considering
different time periods and different climatologies.
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